
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sports week 2020 

Hi year 5,  

Welcome to our literacy lessons for the week. This week the theme is sports! 

Having looked at our literacy plans for the year, we have spotted a gap in our 

learning and so this week we’d like to focus on speaking and drama. Don’t worry- 

read the materials and ideas for each day and all will become clear!  

Mrs Brock, Miss Wharton and Mrs Lennox.  

Don’t forget that you can… 

Download all of the work that we will be covering in school this coming week and you can do 

the same tasks on the same day as the children in school. Please do not worry if you don’t 

complete them all. Do feel you can email to ask for help. 
  

Monday 29th June 
1.This week we will be working towards writing a commentary for a sporting event (real, 
imagined, current or historic). To start you off, here’s a tiny but important clip from that 
match in 1966… 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lg2CXkJVCHk 

 
Have a listen to a selection of sporting commentary. What do you notice about the words and 
the manner in which they speak? Can you list any great phrases ready to write your own 
sporting commentary? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C93qwVmBseE 

Watch Mo Farah at the Olympics in 2012 (from 16 minutes in is where the race really heats 
up). How does the commentator’s voice change at the race comes to the finish line? Can you 
hear any metaphors? 
There is a great Mo Farah clip (and some others too) on this page of the literacy shed- listen 
out for (and magpie) those metaphors… 
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-sports-shed.html 

or… you might prefer the commentary given by sports commentator, Andrew Cotter, about 
his dogs, Mabel and Olive…. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26FIEX6muAo 

2. Metaphors 
What you may have noticed from today’s listening work is that when commentating on a 
sporting event a good selection of metaphors are used. In other words we use phrases that 
we use to describe the action that are not literal but are a way of comparing the action to 
something familiar. The 5 athletes are not literally (really) on Mo’s shoulder, by saying this 
though, the commentator makes us feel that Mo is feeling nervous or feeling the sense that 
those athletes might overtake him. By using metaphors, it makes the action feel more real, 
more personal for the listener. 
Practice using and creating metaphors by using the match the metaphors worksheet and the 
metaphors PowerPoint both of which are loaded on to the blog page Friday 26th June. 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Please download and complete the VIPERS ‘Mistakes that worked’ from our blog. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lg2CXkJVCHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C93qwVmBseE
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-sports-shed.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26FIEX6muAo


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday 30th June 
1. Use this simple introduction to personification from the BBC Home learning site- 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfkk7ty/articles/zw9p8mn 

Then practice your personification skills using the matching activity in this twinkl pack. 
 https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-e-3413-figurative-language-personification-differentiated-
activity-sheets 

In class we’ll be looking at images of sporting events and trying to create sentences to use 
personification and metaphors. The images are on a document ready for you to download 
from our blog (Friday 26th June) so that you can create some of your own. 
 
2. Please download and complete the VIPERS ‘The beautiful game’ from our blog. 
, 
Wednesday 1st July 
1.Now you have the commentator’s skill of using personification and metaphors to make 
the viewers/ listeners feel part of the action, why not include little extra facts (asides) in 
your writing. Use this link to refresh using brackets, commas and dashes. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zn8c47h 

2. Please download and complete the VIPERS ‘Mo Farah Fact File’ and the matching 
questions and answers sheets from our blog. 
 
Thursday 2nd July 
Today is writing day! Include some metaphors, personification and asides (in brackets). 
When you have written it why not record a video of you being the commentator! You 
could write a commentary for a match/game/event you have seen recently. You could 
invent a commentary for an imagined sporting event or one you took part in. Perhaps, like 
Andrew Cotter, you’d like to write the commentary for a video of your pet. You could 
write a commentary for one of these videos below… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ic7RNS4Dfo Gymnast Katelyn Ohashi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV9TSa7XwA0 An amazing 3 year-old basketball player 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqgsv_im2DA Men’s Cross ski 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-cNrFeaYWo A squirrel assault course with commentary! 
 
Friday 3rd July 
How have you found the reading tasks so far? We’ve worked on skim and scan together 
and use our VIPERS to focus on one style of question at a time. Use this lesson from the 
Oak Academy to practice the vocabulary task of word meaning, reading in context and 
using synonyms to check your understanding of a work within a text. 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/reading-comprehension-word-meaning-
d83aa0/activities/1 

Now you should write a few instructions about how to tackle a vocabulary style question 
in a reading comprehension. 
 

2. Please download and complete the reading comprehension Tour De France (Twinkl 2 
star version) from our blog. 
 

Well done folks- you are so on it! Now it must be time to play! 
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